Resolution # DT 1
Drill Team, SEC. 1.0 General, new rule

WHEREAS, a team may declare at the captain’s meeting that a horse has been cleared to compete by a veterinarian, but no proof is currently required;

Therefore be it Resolved that Drill Team, SEC. 1.0 General be amended as follows:

Add new rule:

Teams declaring a horse health issue at the captain’s pre-competition meeting must present a veterinarian signed clearance issued within the past 30 days.

Submitted by: Jill Kraut, Senior member

Committee: Adopted as written___ Adopted as amended___ Rejected___
Council Of Members: Adopted as written___ Adopted as amended___ Rejected___
Resolution # DT 2
Drill Team, SEC. 14.0 Flag Protocol and Procedure, rule 14.5

WHEREAS, this rule is not technically correct. Flag protocol only applies to the position of the American Flag to other flags. While it looks best to have the American Flag to the right or in the lead of all riders it technically must only be in the lead or to the right of other flags;

Therefore be it Resolved that Drill Team, SEC. 14.0 Flag Protocol and Procedure, Rule 14.5 be amended as follows:

Delete the words “and all other riders” in the first sentence.

Delete the words “and riders” both times in the second sentence.

Submitted by: Jill Kraut, Senior member

Committee: Adopted as written___ Adopted as amended___ Rejected___

Council Of Members: Adopted as written___ Adopted as amended___ Rejected___